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We took exception. in last week's letter. to the recent tendency on the part of many market 

reporters to attach exaggerated importance to the large number of points by which the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average has recently tended to move back and forth. There have. for example, been 

~1 ___ ~three~DJJA~~ll1oyes~of~grea~e" ,than. 30~points~in~ tRe .month ,of-April,.and- there were. four" such "il1oves~·~~-I~ 
du ring March. Since the previous record for the number of :lO-point moves in an entire year was 
six, scored in 1982, the imtIal impression is that recent market behavior has been extremely 
volatile. 

We noted that this false impression is solely attributable to the fact that the Dow, at 
around 1800, IS around twice the level where It spent about twenty years prior to 1982. Changes 
measured in points~ therefore, tend, qUIte simply, to be twice as great. 

Yet, it may well be asked. are there not a number of new factors in today's market which 
contribute to increased volatility? One obvious such factor would be the emergence of futures
related buy and sell programs. the putative existence of which has lately become everyone's 
favorite explanation as to whv the market suddenly rocketed in one direction or another. There 
exists. however, no apparent evidence that buy and sell programs have had any effect whatsoever 
on overall market volatility. 

STANDARD DEVIATION OF DRILl LOG CHRNGES 

DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE 
MONrHL1 1926 - DRfE 

The chart above first appeared In this space In December. 1982. after the upsIde explosion 
in the second half of that year engendered comments on volatility similar to those we are 
heanng today. The chart, qmte simplv. for each month from 1926 to date. measures the standard 
deviation from the mean of the daily log changes in the Dow for that month. Those familiar with 
statistics will understand the arcane language of the previom. sentence. Others need only to 
know that a log change IS similar to (but more accurate than) a percentage change. and that the 
standard deviation is simply a measure of variabilitv. The chart, updated to laClt month. 
continues to show what it showed four years ago. 

I! mdICates. first of all. that market volatilitv, not unexpectedly~ •. peal,ed in the 1929-
1932 era, subsequently declined to the early 1940's and has more or less remained constant ever 
since. The standard deviation for most months has averaged around .5 (the scale is multiplied 
hv 100) which means that most changes tended to fall within + one-half of one percent of theIr 
mean. There have been, since the 1940's, occasional peaks above the 1.5 level--most recently in 
1982--and these have turned out to he useful indIcators of market bottoms. Since early 1983, 
however, the monthly stanrlard deviation has ranged between .5 and a bit over I, which is almost 
precisely the range that has characterized the-decade-and-a-half since 1970. In terms of 
average volatility. therefore, nespite appearances to the contrarv. there has been absolutely no 
evident change in market beh'lvior for the past 15 years. 
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